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METHODOLOGY
1. Web Interface (Wis) Collection: Collect WIs to biological databases. 
2. Information Extraction: For each WI, extract attributes corresponding to 
the WI metamodel. Broadly, a WI can be represented as a collection of 
search entities and their respective labels (search criteria). 
3. Mapping WI- metamodel: Map each WI to the WI metamodel to generate 
the instances of the metamodel. Then, we have a list of search entities and 
their respective criteria (labels). For a given search entity Si , there will be 
label set (li1, li2, li3,…, lim). 
4. Clustering: Find non-overlapping classes of search entities representing 
synonyms, and for each class, find a list of non-redundant labels. 
5. Generation of GBWS: Eventually, we generate another conceptual model 
that we call as a “Global Biological WI Schema“ (GBWS). It would represent 
all possible input WIs in a non-redundant manner, and capture matchings
between individual instances of the WI metamodel.  
CURRENT AND PREDICTED RESULTS
The GBWS or ontology could be represented as a meta-search
interface for biologists wherein they can search for most of the
biological entities on several search criteria available on
different databases.
Eventually, we aim to find the answers to other research
questions such as:
1. Differences between commercial and biological databases.
2. Automatic identification of biological search interfaces.
3. Reverse Engineering of a WI into an ER diagram.
4. Integration of multiple ER diagrams
5. Extracting relationships between biological search entities.
FUTURE WORK
In future, we intend to dynamically update biological databases
repository, maintain semantic mappings when base
databases evolve, translate user queries, and consolidate,
reconcile, and rank the query results using data cleansing and
relevance computing algorithms. In addition to this, our plan
includes performing usability testing of iBioSearch system with
the help of biologists.
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PROBLEM
Presence, of a very large number of biological Web databases and
their interfaces, makes it difficult for biologists to search for any
biological entity (See Fig. 1). Currently, the only option biologists
have is to search each of these numerous interfaces individually.
OUR SOLUTION
We aim to provide a unified search interface with capability of
searching multiple (1000+) biological databases. This interface
would be a representation of the biological search interface
ontology. For finding the global search ontology, we take a novel
approach of reverse engineering individual search interface into a
conceptual model, and then finding an integrated model that would
be consistent with all the interfaces up to a level of significance.
HYPOTHESIS & ASSUMPTIONS
WI Metamodel: We observe that all input Web Interfaces (WIs) have an
underlying global model. We created this global model manually and termed
it as the "WI Metamodel". See Fig. 2.
WI: Every Web Interface (WI) can be represented as an instance of the
metamodel.
Which interface to search?
Which database to access?
What all search criteria do I have?
How many sources to consider?
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